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Protester 
greeting 
Painted demonstrators display their own particular form of greeting 
to the cadets at the President's RCTC Review which was disrupted 
yesterday when protesters "crashed" the field. 
Acts as 'enemy/ soldiers 
Group  stages 'attack' 
By Gale Bogle 
Staff Reporter 
The protesters sat down shortly 
before the ROTC review started 
yesterday to finish formulating their 
plans for a guerrilla theater production. 
Some had their faces painted white to 
symbolize the deaths that have taken 
plai „ Vietnam. Others had Dainted 
their faces half white and half black 
They wore signs saying "Viet Cong 
sympathizer" and "innocent Viet 
civilian" to explain the roles they would 
pky. Members of the group volunteered 
to be interrogated or tied up when the 
"American soldiers" came fo- them. 
SOMEONE SUGGESTED the group 
should pretend they were farming while 
they waited. Someone else thought the 
first few preparatory screams and yells 
were weak and suggested the group 
organize a "screan  practice." 
A University police officer came up to 
them with an Instamatic camera, and 
they cooperatively lined up for a group 
shot as well as for photos of a few in- 
dividuals. 
The officer declined to take the names 
that were volunteered but did tell them 
he was taking the pictures for the ad- 
ministration. 
A FEW MINUTES later a group of 
fatigue-dressed "American soldiers" 
came running around the corner of the 
crowd waving toy rifles and chasing the 
"Vietnamese to the back of the 
reviewing stand. 
The mock search and destroy mission 
which was being staged by the demon- 
strators and the Veterans Against the 
War had begun. 
Three or four of the soldiers grabbed a 
"Vietnamese girl" and demanded to 
know, "Why do you hate Americans?" 
When she refused to answer they threw 
her to the ground and continued to 
harrass her by shouting questions at her. 
The other "soldiers" were going 
through the group of Vietnamese waving 
their rifles. They continued to scream 
questions at them, while kicking them 
and hitting them with their rifles. 
THEY GRABBED individual 
"Vietnamese" askiiu. them 'Where are 
the Viet Cong?" and "Where's food?" or 
"Where's my wife and kids?" 
One group of "soldiers" had a 
"Vietnamese" on the ground yelling, 
"kill him. Why shouldn't we kill him?" 
They forced the "Vietnamese" to keep 
his head to the ground and repeatedly 
demanded if it hurt. 
Another "soldier" suggested setting 
fire to the village and leaving the cap- 
tured "Vietnamese" tied up there. 
The only soldier who attempted to act 
as some kind of restraint on the brutality 
was ignored or pushed aside by his fellow 
soldiers. 
As the time approached for the 
Review to begin, one of the veterans 
taking part in the guerrilla theater told 
the crowd that the type of thing the 
production had depicted actually was the 
kind of thing that took place in Vietnam 
everyday. 
When the ROTC cadeis began coming 
out of Memorial Hall the production 
broke up and the "soldiers" and 
"Vietnamese" sat down together, set up 
crosses that said " '71 ROTC cadets" in 
front of their group and began the singing 
and shouting that was to continue 
throughout the Review. 
Demonstrators disrupt 
President's Review 
By Terry Cochran 
and Patty Bailey 
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. ordered 
an abrupt halt to yesterday's ROTC 
presidential review two thirds of the way 
through the awards program, when an 
estimated 500 protesters slowly 
surrounded a contingent of cadets. 
Another 1000 persons looked on at the 
parade ground behind Memorial Hall. 
Amid anti-war catcalls, the small 
group of ROTC paraders eventually 
turned and marched for the ROTC 
building. 
They had originally stepped forward 
to receive special medals from review 
stand officials, and their exit marked the 
beginning of a mass exodus by the 
remaining ROTC formations from the 
parade field. 
PROTESTERS first began moving 
onto the field at its west end, slowly 
pushing the roped boundary before them. 
Eventually the rope fell to the ground 
and hundreds drifted onto the review 
field, sparking similar activities on the 
east side of the review stand. 
By 4:30 p.m. protesters had 
surrounded those who had stepped for- 
ward for medals, and sat or stood on the 
grass around them. 
Five minutes later the review was 
completely disbanded, as the ROTC 
formations flocked toward the doors of 
Memorial Hall 
For half an hour the crowd had stayed 
behind roped boundaries chanting, 
singing and heckling the marchers. 
THE SONGS "Kumbaya" and "Giv 
Peace a Chance" were sung repeatedly, 
and chants of "kill, kill, kill," and "one, 
two, three, four, we don't want your 
fucking war" were thrown at the mar- 
chers. 
The protest began at about 3:00 p.m. 
when demonstrators gathered on the 
front steps of Williams Hall. 
Some of the group took turns painting 
each other's faces white with tempera 
paint to symbolize the dead in Vietnam. 
Jim Kellar, member of the Ohio 
Peace Action Council, warned the crowd 
there was an "implied threat" that 
anyone who stepped out in front of the 
review would be arrested. He also 
warned the demonstrators that violence 
could possibly hinder the chances of 
persuading the Academic Council to take 
action on a proposal to move ROTC off 
campus. 
THE GROUP of students then mar- 
ched to the parade field four abreast. 
The march was led by two men and two 
women carrying a flag draped stretcher, 
followed by the rest of the protesters. 
A guerrilla theater demonstration 
was enacted as the ROTC cadets took the 
field. 
The only violence reported came from 
a sobbing student who claimed he was 
rouglied-up by three police officers, v. hile 
the cadets were leaving the field. 
Vice-President of Student Affairs Dr. 
James Bond advised the student to file a 
formal complaint with his office. 
Bond said the University will "have to 
take some action" against the demon- 
strators. 
"We have pictures," he said, "but 
we'll have to see what we have. We can't 
let things like this go by idly." 
HE CONTINUED by saying that it 
was "an insult to the University to have 
this go on." 
He said the way to get ROTC off 
campus is to go through Academic 
Council, and "not this way." 
Bond added that not enough police 
were immediately on hand to block the 
protesters this time, and that the 
University had to rely on trust. 
The trust was violated, he said, 
because students had claimed they would 
keep it peaceful. 
Nvwtphoto by Ka 
Armed actor 
A protester stands ready on the steps of Memorial Hall. Actually, he 
and the lethal weapon in this hand were part of a guerrilla theater 
performance staged at the Review. 
Kunstler praises protesters 
Attorney William  Kunstler 
M.-.ph«.o by M«rcy Lancir 
By Ann Hofbauer 
Staff Reporter 
"If you can stand together on this 
campus, you will not only give heart to 
this, but to other, campuses. What you do 
here—one tiny demonstration-is as 
significant as anything else in the 
world." 
William Kunstler, attorney for the 
Chicago Seven trial, spoke last night 
before a speaking engagement at Toledo 
University. 
He was informed en route from Toledo 
Airport about what had been happening 
on campus. 
"I am sure that I will be regarded as 
an outside agitator but I think this is 
really your show. I came only because I 
thought it was urgent and would serve 
tome little purpose," he told the crowd of 
about S00. 
KUNSTLER PRAISED the  group for 
its efforts against ROTC and said he 
came to "make people think inside that 
they are not alone", that what has been 
done here has transcended Bowling 
Green and that there are people who are 
"simpatico toward you." 
Kunstler said that this protest is In the 
"perfect tradition of American 
demonstration. There is nothing legally, 
ethically or constitutionally wrong with 
what you are doing." 
Kunstler called ROTC a "union of the 
academic community with the 
military...an antithesis- a work of 
death" with anything connected with the 
University. 
"In essence, by your pressence and 
you numbers, you are saying 'We want 
this alliance of death between our college 
community and your death machine 
ended once and for all," he explained. 
KUNSTLER APPEALED to ROTC 
students to join with the other students in 
taking a stand. He stressed that it is not a 
situation of students against ROTC 
people but "all of us against the 
militaristic creature that is treatening to 
destroy us." 
He added that students must not be 
frightened out of their position. "It is too 
easy to become terrorized and drift 
away." 
He   noted   that   the   students   had 
previously made ROTC "sound retreat", 
and encouraged them to "make them 
sound retreat every time they emerge. 
Make them stay where they are." 
Kunstler told the crowd, "You can 
start the movement. Don't leave until 
the Academic Council meets and if the 
decision is wrong, stay until it changes. 
Seize the time...All power to the people." 
Co-op fund-raising thwarted 
Despite recent opposition to its an- 
nounced fund raising projects, the 
Student Co-op will continue its efforts to 
raise money for operating costs, ac- 
cording to co-op spokesman Dave Lefko. 
Lefko, sophomore (A&S), said the 
group had encountered opposition from 
some University officials in connection 
with a rock concert and a hot dog sale 
planned to raise money for the group. 
"We were denied the use of the Men's 
Gym for the rock concert because of the 
damage done to the gym during the May 
Day festival two weeks ago," Lefko said. 
He claimed University President Dr. 
Hollis A. Moore Jr. had forbidden rock 
concerts on campus, "because it induces 
increased drug usage." 
LEFKO QUESTIONED the reasoning 
behind banning rock concerts but said he 
thought University officials were "up 
tight." 
Co-op efforts to sell hot dogs met with 
opposition from A. Inghram Milliron, 
director of auxiliary services, who said 
the group was not equipped with the 
necessary sanitary facilities to sell food. 
Lefko said the co-op would have to 
secure a sanitation permit, as well as 
take physical examinations and TB tests 
before they could sell food. 
IN A PRESS release the group ex- 
pressed its displeasure with being 
refused normal privileges of a student 
organization. "These moves," they said, 
"have temporarily left us with our hands 
tied. We will not let this opposition 
discourage us because we have the en- 
couragement of the students." 
Lefko said the group has also filed 
papers with the Ohio Secretary of State to 
begin proceedings for the Co-op to 
become a corporation. 
After this step, plans are being made 
to sell co-op memberships to anyone 
interested at $5 each. 
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lockheed lockjaw 
The Nixon administration's present attempts to ball out 
ailing Lockheed Aircraft Corporation with $iS0 million In 
taxpayers'dollars is based on a single major argument of 
dubious logic. 
Nixon and Treasury Secretary John Connally rest their 
case primarily on unemployment. They claim 24,000 
Lockheed employees will lose their jobs if a government 
guar diitee for the quarter-billion dollars on private loans is 
blocked by Congress. 
Hopefully this threat won't scare too many 
Congressmen. For Lockheed will not go out of business, 
even if bankrupt, any more than Penn Central did. Even 
Connally himself has admitted the corporation could carry 
on its basic defense commitments in bankruptcy. 
Lockheed's most recent troubles involve the huge 256- 
passenger L-1001 TriStar airbus. Britain's Rolls Royce 
Limited, which was to manufacture the plane's engine, has 
collapsed financially, leaving Lockheed with only 17 
engines to put in the 178 Tri Stars it has sold. 
Three airliners-TWA, Delta and Eastern-want the 
TriStars. But if Lockheed can't deliver, they will most 
likely turn to AAcDonnel-Douglas and Boeing which 
produce giant DC 10 airliners. 
Therefore, If Lockheed loses It airbus contracts it will 
probably mean more American business anyway. It will 
also keep millions of dollars from going out of this country 
to Britain for airplane engines. 
As columnist Clayton Fritchey has put it, "Heads, the 
contractor wins: tails, the public loses." 
It Is ironic also that conservatives, who strongly ad- 
vocate the free enterprise system of economic victories 
and failures, are in this case greatly in favor of bailing out 
Lockheed (which just happens to do 90 per cent of Its 
business with the defense department). 
A Republican senator may have had the best insight 
into the issue to date. Senator Goerge D. Aiken from 
Vermont has Inquired why the White House is so finan- 
cially thoughtful toward one big business, when small 
businesses go down the drain at a rate of 10,000 per year, 
unaided and unmourned. 
information gap 
An astounding lack of information on the part of the 
University and a surprising Inability to read on the part of 
the students has fouled up the new registration system. 
Last week the University dumped a new pile of rules 
and regulations on an unsuspecting student body and 
blithely expected them to have the superior Intelligence to 
figure it all out. 
Although it was announced earlier in the year that a 
new computerized system would go into effect this spring, 
no one saw fit to give advance information on the 
"unimportant" technicalities of It to the students -- 
unimportant things like free time requests, specific and 
general course alternatives, and the sudden end to In 
person registration. 
Instead, the University tried to explain it all In a couple 
of pages on the class schedules and in a list of Instructions 
sent to every student. 
Apparently it wasn't aware that the student body hasn't 
reached the level of maturity or intelligence needed to 
figure this new system out. 
Perhaps the next time the University decides to turn 
thinrjs upside down, It will give a more comprehensive 
explanation of what it'sdoing. And perhaps by that time 
the student body will have learned how to read. 
opinion 
an open letter to dr. moore 
By David Ray 
Guest Columnist 
Now that the hazards of cigarette 
smoking are so well documented, it 
seems to me that educational in- 
stitutions, as non-business communities, 
should re-examine some of their policies 
that result in the encouragement of 
smoking and in the recruitment of new 
generations of cigarette smokers. 
Is it really appropriate for an in- 
stitution which in its basic formulations 
of purpose has the best in human life in 
mind to co-operate with cigarette 
promotion? 
It is true that there is money to be 
made  in  the sale   and   promotion   of 
cigarettes, but the primary business of 
education has not often been defined as 
profit. 
HERE AT Bowling Green University 
we see a beautiful example of an 
educational institution behaving aa if it 
were a paid organ of the cigarette in- 
dustry. The University is willing to pick 
up immense cleaning bills as a result of 
cigarette litter, to provide innumerable 
ash trays, several on each table in the 
Union and other places (which 
necessitates hiring of women to keep 
them clean), etc., etc 
Major flics on campus have been 
attributed to cigarettes and it is 
necessary to employ a strange Turf-Vac 
machine to pick up cigarette Utter from 
the lawn. The expense directly resulting 
from cigarettes must be an Immense 
part of the University budget. 
No doubt this expense is rationalized 
as in some way protecting people In the 
exercise of their freedom - their freedom 
to smoke cigarettes, their freedom to get 
cancer. 
I am not objecting to people's freedom 
to smoke, although that freedom often 
interferes with my freedom to breathe 
decent air. I do not feel, however, that an 
educational institution has to peddle 
cigarettes aggressively, provide space 
for vending machines, provide ash troys 
so obtrusively that people are given 
suggestive persuasion to smoke, and, in 
'^'ii*%Hix3&T'-~ 
OK, THIN - 3.63 MARKS ON THI DOLLAR WITHOUT THE   DEUTSCHLAND USER ALLES' 
CRACKS!' 
news Lerrers 
■—— 
second thoughts on strikes 
It's unfortunate that there are not 
more "immature" students on campus, 
as Michael Zwick calls us. If there were, 
maybe something could be done about 
incompetent professors, irrelevant 
courses, meal and room policies, and 
possibly even the war in Southeast Asia. 
We would like to correct Mr. Zwick 
about his misunderstanding of what is 
going on in front of Memorial Hall. 
Obviously, he and many others have not 
sat down and shared their views with us, 
for someone has been there 24 hours a 
day, available for open dialogue with a 
free flow of ideas and opinions. 
In fact, we have made an effort to go 
out and speak to the students on this 
campus, and we have talked with any 
and all ROTC students who have ap- 
proached. We have also attended ROTC 
classes, in order to gain a more complete 
understanding of the issue. 
Mr. Zwick accuses us of preaching 
equality and tolerance and not practicing 
it, and to some extent he is correct, 
because we cannot and will not tolerate 
an institution which aids in the per- 
petuation of the slaughter in Southeast 
Asia. 
We consider more important the right 
missing the point 
Before the students of Bowling Green become paranoid after being slammed as 
immature by Michael J. Zwick, I would ask them to look carefully at the reasoning 
Mr.   Zwick uses for calling BGSU students immature. 
"Take a look at bomb scares"; we've had few bomb scares for 15,000 students, and 
when you consider that a number of those were in all probablitity from outsiders and 
that a few were given by the same person, it seems to be generalising to call the whole 
body of students immature. 
I would also like to know what is immature about students participating In a legal 
march commemorating four dead fellow students. True, immaturity was shown by 
the sit-in at the street, but this was by about 125 out of 15,000 and is a percentage that 
does not call for name-calling. 
Mr. Zwick makes one of his few logical statements in stating that he can not see 
how striking BG students could end the war. However, he missed the point. Rather 
than stopping the war, the strikes purpose was first to show outright dissent against 
the war, and second to allow a time to enable the students to ponder their thoughts on 
the war and to learn others thoughts by attending the numerous workshops. 
So on that point I must agree with Mr. Zwick that anyone who believed that his 
striking of classes would end the war is immature. However, I doubt if we could find 
very many who had that thought in mind. 
"Anyone willing to sit in front of Anderson Arena for two weeks must have fewer 
class obligations than I." Quite possible, ever stop to think they might only be taking 
twelve hours to your sixteen or whatever But moreover I would tend to believe that 
they have arranged their priorities somewhat different than Mr. Zwkk.and 
naturally he condemns them. 
If a student prefers to spend his time peacefully protesting an organization which 
he genuinely believes is unjust and should be abolished, rather than attending the 
assinine courses which students are plagued with, it is his prerogative. To condemn 
him merely because of differences is a most undesirable trait 
Mr. Zwick also states that he can not understand how removing ROTC from BG 
would help to end the war. An end of ROTC at BG would directly decrease the number 
of officers In the military. But most important it would show to other campuses that 
through work ROTC can be abolished, and if other colleges followed suit it would 
deprive the military system of the source of over half its officers. 
If Mr. Zwick cannot see how this would aid in ending the war, his reasoning Is 
worse than his letter of "coexistence on campus" shows. 
Lastly he wanders why the protesters don't discuss the situation with the ROTC 
cadets. The protesters have often made it quite dear that they would greatly ap- 
preciate people of all ideas to come out and do Just what Mr. Zwick asks. Thus I 
would like to Know how often anti-ROTC people are Invited to attend ROTC classes to 
air their beliefs. 
Larry Sweeney 
SURodgers 
of the Southeast Asian people to live 
without interference and without con- 
stant fear of death from the American 
war machine, and in this regard, the 
ROTC program provides approximately 
75 per cent of the 2nd lieutenants In 
Southeast Asia. We recognize the fact 
that we alone cannot end the war, but 
through the removal and non- 
accreditation of ROTC, we are taking a 
definite step in that direction. 
Moreover, ROTC is not consistent 
with the aims and goals of an institution 
of higher learning, because its aim is 
Indoctrination rather than education, and 
its end result is destruction rather than 
creation. 
For the past two weeks we have 
preached and practiced non-violence and 
want once again to disassociate our- 
selves from those who caused damage to 
Memorial Hall last May 5. 
Lastly we find amusing Mr. Zwick's 
reliance on name calling to dramatize his 
case. And by the way, we do attend 
classes, and some of us even take 
showers and comb our hair on occasion. 
George MacDona id 
Greg Wourms 
Laura Sholle 
short, co-operate in every way with the 
dream of cigarette promoters that 
burning cigarettes be present at all times 
in our lives. 
ONE WOULD think that at least some 
area in our society would make the 
alternative options clear to people rather 
than press upon them at all times the 
necessity of smoking in order to fit In 
with prevalent pressures. 
I would suggest in all seriousness that 
the University examine its policies 
regarding cigarettes and decide whether 
it is in any way appropriate to help the 
promotion of cigarettes on campus. I 
would suggest that if the answer is 
negative, the following steps be taken: 
-Cigarettes not be sold or promoted 
on campus. Private off-campus en- 
terprise is perfectly capable of providing 
enough outlets for cigarettes, and those 
people truly interested in smoking will 
indef i' be sure to bring their cigarettes 
to campus. 
If it is objected to this policy that the 
University is losing some easy money 
from cigarette sales, I would only 
counter with the argument that it is very- 
dirty money indeed - helping young 
people hook themselves into a destruc- 
tive habit - and that these profits are 
offset by the heavy expenses of cleaning 
up after smokers. 
-ONLY ENOUGH ash trays to ac- 
commodate rather than to suggest 
smoking be provided in public places on 
campus. 
—The University recognize some 
responsibility for informing students of 
the hazards of cigarette smoking rather 
than co-operating with the advertisement 
of cigarettes. 
-Places like the Union and Pheasant 
Room provide areas where people who do 
not want to be surrounded by smoke may 
enjoy the facilities of the University, in 
other words that all such places 
designate areas as smoking and non- 
smoking. 
-Cigarette smoking be forbidden in 
classrooms when it is found to annoy non- 
smoking students or when it interferes 
with     pre-existent no-smoking 
regulations. 
Anyone who speaks up against 
smoking is naturally taken as a petty, 
vicious eccentric. However, it is an ever- 
present factor in our lives and there is a 
great deal of feeling surrounding it as a 
personal issue. 
I feel that it is recognized as an im- 
portant one. The Surgeon-General has 
certainly said as much, and whether ihey 
choose to have the responsib lit- hout it 
or not, University adminL«*-»tors hi.ve 
by default found themselves working for 
low pay for the promotion of the cigarette 
industry. 
let's hear from yoe 
The BG News welcomes all 
letters to the editor and opinion 
columns. Letters may com- 
ment on any other letter, 
column or editorial. We ask. 
however, that guest columns not 
be written Li direct response to 
any other published editorial 
item. 
Letters should be a 
maximum of 300 words, 
typewritten. We ask that 
columns be no more than four 
typed pages triple-spaced. 
The News maintains the 
right to edit all submissions that 
exceed these limits, with 
respect to the laws of libel and 
proper taste. 
Letters and columns should 
include the author's address 
and phone number, and may be 
mailed to the Editor, co BG 
News, 106 University Hall. 
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Aid program set for revival 
Ne.ipKoto  by  Mil.  Ffldmon 
u      , Some of the demonstrators at the ROTC Review 
Masks       yesterday appeared in white-face paint as a protest 
against the killings in Vietnam. 
Arthur resigns post; 
accepts Fla. position 
Associate Director of 
Development Printy E. Ar- 
thur has announced his 
resignation from the 
University, effective Aug. 1. 
Arthui will assume the 
title ot Director of Develop- 
ment for Income Trusts and 
Bequests at the University ol 
Tampa, Tampa, Florida. 
"My primary respon- 
sibility will be developing 
relationships with friends and 
alumni of Tampa in hopes 
they will contribute to the 
university in the form of trusts 
and bequests," said Arthur. 
A    BOWLING    GREEN 
graduate, Arthur began his 
position with the Development 
Program  in  1986.     He was 
June grads 
May 21 is the last day 
for seniors to turn in 
applications for June 
graduation. The ap- 
plications can be picked 
up at the l.iformation 
window on the first floor 
of the Administration 
Hldg. 
A student who does 
not apply cannot 
graduate. 
.:-;:..■   .'■:'::SSSS'::■■■■:      SSiiS?:!SW   : ':'. 
instrumental in organizing 
most of the geographical 
areas for the two million 
dollar Expanding Horizons 
fund   raising campaign. 
ARTHUR  WILL  BE  the 
second University official to 
join the University of Tampa 
staff. Dr. B. D. Owens, vice- 
president of research and 
financial affairs has recently 
accepted the president's 
position at Tampa effective 
Sept. 
The Development Program 
has been without a director 
since February when Eugene 
Wilson resigned. 
By Ana Hofbaner 
Staff Reporter 
Bill Achbach, ex-director 
of Student Body public 
relations, is attempting to 
revive the Student Aid Fund 
proposal that was introduced 
to the student body winter 
quarter. 
The Student Aid Fund, 
according to Achbach, would 
be a financial aid program 
funded at least in part by 
students. 
The winter quarter 
proposal had passed in 
Student Council and was 
placed on the original Board of 
Trustees referendum which 
was later declared Invalid. 
ACHBACH     SAID     the 
response on the first 
referendum was good but 
there were not enough par- 
ticipunts in it to make it valid. 
He said he wants to 
organize again a basic outline 
of what the program would be 
and submit it to the student 
body. 
He added that he is also 
considering the idea of 
getting a i ":uensus on the 
value of the program from 
students active in Student 
Activities and then sending 
cards in the fall to announce it. 
ACHBACH SAD) he is now 
in the process of gathering 
information from other Ohio 
state universities concerning 
their programs. 
"I hope to get it off the 
ground by next fall," he 
continued. 
"There is a possibility that 
the program will be expanded 
beyond student funding to the 
faculty and staff as sub- 
scribers to it," Achbach said. 
"This program could pull 
in about 40 to SO thousand 
dollars with faculty and staff 
included if it Is properly 
publicized so that the students 
know what the money is for," 
he continued. 
HEW awards aid 
to University dept. 
The Public Health Service 
of the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare has 
awarded a $46,571 grant to the 
University for clinical 
psychology development 
research. The grant is to 
support the second year of a 
five-year program designed to 
extend the training of doctoral 
candidates according to 
program coordinator Dr. 
Donald Leventhal, professor 
of psychology. 
Dr. Leventhal explained 
that the five students 
receiving financial assistance 
throughout the academic year 
will become connected with a 
local social agency where they 
are to learn firsthand about 
the agencies operations and 
duties of clinical psychologists 
in the field. 
The students are to work 20 
hours a week for eight weeks 
in the Department of 
Rehabilitation Medicine at St. 
Vincent Hospital, the Family 
Service Agency and the 
Municipal :ourt In Toledo, in 
addition to the Department of 
Health in Buwling Green. 
Correction 
The opening 
statements of Monday's 
rally on the steps of 
Williams Hall were 
made by Jim Vah- 
denberg, senior (BA), 
and not by Craig 
Taliaferro, as the News 
mistakenly reported 
yesterday. 
Vandenburg alluded 
to the fact that some 
campus officials con- 
sidered the rally Illegal, 
since the rally-site was 
not confirmed by the 
campus space 
assignments com- 
mittee. 
He also mentioned 
that the PA system was 
being used against 
regulations. 
LIQUID LOVE 
WATERBED    CO. 
SEZ 
Spend Half Your Day in Bed 
Make The Most Of It, 
Get A Waterbed! 
We have beds starting at 26 95 
Cur king size bed is only 29.95 
Cur beds are set up so come on over 
and play awhile 4 blocks from Campus 
835 Third St 353-7464  
NOW SHOWING 
SAT SUN MAT ol 2.4,5 30 
EVE ol 7 30,9 30 
CILIAIZICJL 
...atfartliny glimp • Ifltl 
••■futuristic "«'•• ,,w* 
Men and women bo h ho> 
ood are perpetually hiflh 
kill all aggieBtive and 
police ore metallic face 
the  25th   century 
t 'iit'it! y underground 
e clean- shaven heads 
on toothing drugs that 
IMVbl drives.    The 
I  robot ft,   malic*  *>•• 
MAN AGAINST  THE ST ATI 
IN THE FUTURE 
Keep up to date 
with todays fashions 
Come fo 
At Stadium Plaza 
' Stop in And Look At 
Our New Summer and Fall line of   Fashions 
This Coupon good For 
$2.00 off on any 
Novtlty T-Shirt at 
'Hot Pants" Thru Aug. 71 
Visit the future where love 
is the ultimate crime. 
THXII38 
Warn* IVoi prawrta THX 1138 • An Amman Zoatopt ProoWbon • Slar.ng 
RobM Ouv.il and Don* Ptaaaanca . «* Don PMro Co«ay. Mojgk McOma 
aid Ian Wo* - Tatinaiof* ■ Tochnacopt* ■ Enocutv. Produo*. Franc* Fort 
CoopoM • Scroanpiay by Gawp Local and Wamr Murcti . Stay by Gaonja Lucaa 
PraOUnO by Laiwnoa Stahahn • Oractad by Onrga Lucaa • Max by Law Sch*m 
! HHH——-I 
THE STUDENT AID Fund 
is designed as a student- 
administered program, but 
will probably be run by 
students and advised by a 
University official, Achbach 
said. 
"It would be impossible to 
have a group of students sit 
down and interview another 
student for financial aid 
because of the confidential 
information involved," he 
explained. 
But the students would 
ultimately  control   how  the 
money would be used, he 
added. 
ACHBACH SAID he is still 
undecided whether the money 
in the fund would be used for 
academic fees or any other 
form of payments to the 
University. 
He said the program was 
originally seen as a 
scholarship program but may 
be extended to include loans 
and partial returns in which 
the student would pay back 25 
per cent of the Iran depending 
on   the   expansion   of   the 
program. 
It would also depend on the 
amount of money set aside for 
specific areas such as aid to 
minority, students or 
academic achievement, he 
said. 
Achbach added that sub- 
scription to the fund would be 
on a voluntary basis, with the 
amount of donation up to the 
individual student. 
However, he said, "I would 
prefer, myself, to see each 
student give between $1 and 3 
a quarter." 
ROTC cadets get awards 
Awards were presented to 
the following Air Force cadets 
at the ROTC review yesterday 
at    4     p.m.: 
Ralph L. Swann, senior 
(Ed.), American Fighter Aces 
Assoc. Award; Thomas L. 
Strand, senior (BA), AF 
Assoc. Silver Medal; 
Raymond B. Rrindly, 
sophomore (BA), AFROTC 
Valor Award. 
Alan D. Minnich, senior 
I A&S), and Daniel S. Unger, 
senior (BA), High Flight 
Awards; David A. Banghart, 
Junior (BA) and Richard A. 
Knuff, sophomore (AAS), 
Ohio Reserve Officers Assoc. 
of the U.S. Awards. 
James Szoka, senior (Ed.), 
AF Times Award; Charles W. 
Tucker, Junior (BA), National 
Society of the Sons of the 
American Revolution Award; 
James M. Singer, sophomore 
(A&S), General Dynamics 
AFROTC Award. 
Robert W. Tapasxe, senior 
(BA), Wendy A. Stellar, Junior 
(Ed.) and Robert A. C.ustin, 
senior (BA), American Legion 
Military Excellence Medals. 
Gary M.Bell, Junior (Ed.), 
American Legion Scholastic 
Excellence Medal; Frank S. 
Herb, senior (BA), Daughters 
of the American Revolution 
Medal. 
The following cadets 
received Army ROTC 
Awards: Martin H. Best, 
senior (BA), Keith K. John- 
son, Junior (A&S), Claude A. 
Neslund and Scott H. Rupert, 
senior (BA),-Distinguished 
Military Student Awards. 
Lowell Wenger, senior 
(A&S), Keith Johnson, junior 
(A&S),       Gary       Ritter, 
sophomore (Ed.) and  Larry 
LanziUotta,  freshman  (BA), 
Superior Cadet  Decoration 
Awards. 
Thomas Batsky, senior 
(A&S), Michael Dopieralski, 
sophomore (BA) and Robert 
Burns, sophomore (BA), 
Reserve Officers Assoc. 
Award. 
Jo.-rph ■ ■ ,ilhui i, Junior 
(BA). Assoc. f the U.S. Army 
Medal; William Miller, 
sophomore (BA), Sons of the 
American Revolution Award. 
Richard E. Dover, senior 
(BA), Douglas Blackburn, 
Junior (BA), Scott Ruport, 
senior   (BA)   and   Terrence 
NDSL interviews scheduled 
National Defense Student 
Loan (NDSL) exit interviews 
will be held with the collection 
officers for borrowers 
graduating or terminating 
their studies as of the end of 
the spring quarter 
Interviews will be hrid on 
May 25, 28 and 27th. 
All participating students 
should contact the NDSL Loan 
Collection Office, 4S0 Student 
Services Building or call 372- 
2581 to schedule an ap- 
pointment for an interview. 
SAVE THE NEWS 
llimlln; 
I.MTU 
ism MM. inviii M:\IIM. 
<s£ 
NOW PLAYING 
EVE 7 20. 9 30 - SAT ft SUN MAT 2,.3 40 5 20 
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
BEST ACTOR AND BEST ACTRESS 
I'm the champ 
and I've got a 
gold belt and a 
white woman 
to prove it. 
That sticks in 
your craw, 
don't it? 
'Olh Century Fox Presents A Lawrence Turman Martin Ritt Production 
The Great White Hope 
Starring James Earl Jones, Jane Alexander 
Produced by Lawrence Turman Directed by Martin Ritt      |GF 
Screenplay by Howard Sackler based on his play 5 
Products on It* Hn tat- Silt* by Mrinun levin PANAVISrON* Colo* by Ot lUXf* 
ACRKS Or HIKK PAIMUJ.il 
•swHas 
(Stern 
^forT '.'TlOPn •*«*• 
Tel, 
•:.j".'i;". 
NOW PLAYING 
EVE 7:10, » 30 - SAT i. SUN MAT 2.30 4:50 
A«TSC>OCXOWYN*AA«»pn»a«»jaCC)Cl(« MAOCXXJS.ENGtiSHMtN 
aMtQNkVtSfll tmaan, r.ot>*ai JB»V MOSS ■ AMOCO PtooW SCNE* LEVt-l 
xJ-c-JbvM.aiADOCf HA«YMA«SondlO«ITAaei CVactadby"B«i ADOGI 
AnA«M(J»hAu«.oMjnW*C«o>>*(*«AMO<Ma«-taColor 
Atves, junior (BA), American 
Legion Military and 
Scholastic Excellence 
Awards. 
Alfred W. Baily, senior 
(BA), Veterans of Foreign 
Wars Award; Elmer 
Camaglia, graduate |MA|, 
American Veterans of WW II, 
Ohio. 
Martin Best, senior |BAI. 
Military Order of WW II, 
Ohio; Daniel Moyer, senior 
(Ed), Daughters of the 
American Revolution Award; 
Gary Ritter, sophomore 
(Ed.), Daughters of Founders 
and Patriots of America 
Award. 
WE'RE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
TIRED OF STUDYING-COME 
OUT  AND SEE US 
NOW SHOWING ONE FULL WEEK 
at 9:15 
NAKED LUST THAT BUILDS TO 
A CLIMAX OF DEATH 
Soft young girls 
behind hard prison bars... 
They'd do anything for a man 
or to him! 
JUDY BROWN • ROBERTA COLLINS • PAM GRIER 
BROOKE MILLS • PAT WOODELL and SID HAIG JL 
■ramuneraau 
at 11:00 
THE FAMILY THAT SLAYS TOGETHER 
STAYS TOGETHER 
When it comes to killing 
ft Mama knows best! 
a^k-.r~->^ I   /«-" 
PAT DON      DIANE 
JUNGLE STROUD VARSI 
IRUCE DERN • CUNT KIMBROUGH • ROBERT DeNIRO • ROBERT WAIDEN 
OGCR CORMAN ■ SAMUEL I MKOfF _ JAMES H NICHOLSON - NORMAN I HI RMA 
5B|1 IHOM   ROBERl THOM I DON PITERS -AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL ~ ... A 
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UNDECIDED? 
TRY GREAT SCOT 
ALL QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED 
WE ARE OPEN 
DAILY    1   SUN 
7:45 a.m. 10 p.m. 110 a,m. 6 p.m 
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES 
Dinner honors 
job recruiters 
James L. Galloway, 
director of placement at the 
University, was named out- 
standing director of 
placement at the tenth annual 
Falcon Hunter Seminar 
yesterday. 
The dinner was originally 
to honor recruiters from 
business, education and 
government, but Al Sutton, a 
recruiter from Baltimore 
County Schools, Baltimore, 
Md. had made arrangements 
for a surprise presentation. 
The Falcon Hunter 
Seminar is an event planned to 
snow appreciation to em- 
ployers and recruiting officers 
who Interview University 
students during the year. 
President Hollls A. Moore 
welcomed the group of ISO, 
and Dick Young, athletic 
director, spoke on "The Role 
of Athletics in Education." 
Mrs. Carolyn Patton, 
supervisor of teacher 
placement for the Toledo 
Board of Education Personnel 
Office wa.'. named outstanding 
recruiter of the year in the 
area of education. 
In the area of government 
services, J.H. Calhoun, deputy 
superintendent of the Ohio 
Adult Parole Authority, 
Division of Mental Hygiene 
and Correction, was named 
best recruiter for 1970-71. 
Walter C. Gansser, 
recruitin" representative for 
Ubbey Owens Ford in Toledo, 
was ■iHMn'ii outstanding 
recruiter in the fields of in- 
dustry and business. This is 
his first year at Bowling 
Green. 
The recruiter awards were 
presented on the basis of 
student evaluations of the 
recruiters   visiting   campus. 
PUZZLE 
By William B. Canninghaw. 
tut Kcrrtim. 
Ml Dress 
material. 
Ii7 Aims, (iti Bristle. 
I.'.I Attempt. 
DOWN 
1 Arrest. 
2 Chaste. 
:t Win-dike 
purls. 
ACROSS 
I Musts. 
li 11 mli l.i in In 
III Devours. 
14 Bullriishes. 
13 Fixed time. 
Id Askew. 
I" ll.ii .inHI-. 
IX Unified: her. 
19 River Imnk. 
2ii KquaL 
21 Fold. 
22 Tray. 
-' .':'"'- 211 Thai ruin. 
27 Before. 
2R Delay. 
:\] DoorkeelHT. 
U Greek 
niiirket 
phll'e, 
M Body of 
la we. 
:t.'i Sunk fence. 
•in liuiana In*. 
4ii Disclose*. 
41 Angered. 
12 l* ::i.r up, 
43 Toward 
iiHiiiiii 
44 Fish. 
IS I'liinet. 
17 l.iirue 
Indies. 
IN Ailiiue. 
."il Female roll 
52 KINII sauce. 
59 Itnssiioi 
IH-mnsiilii. 
55 Alllicl. 
.Mi tlrlenl. 
IW Greek 
theaters. 
lil llislon. 
Il.l  l.jl-lse. 
H4 HUM skin. 
Solution to i r»lcrdav'» I'unle 
4 Burkwiird. 
5 Compiiss 
direct ion. 
C I'ml. 
;H:ll.l.ll 
H Absent. 
!l Builrond 
bridtfcs. 
Ill Title. 
11 Brisk. 
12 Sol. 
l.l Kxlrn. 
21 Areraflr, 
_.'i inr.iiii.iiMMi 
Uoddl'HS. 
25 Veitelnble. 
211 Assisted. 
2K Klin. 
2!) Hilssl.in 
mime. 
:in 'I'hnines 
siindbuek. 
Ill I'enliifeiicli 
.12 IVrisso- 
dnetxl 
uiiiimiiiil. 
:i4 Menu. 
.'Wi JIIBOH'S  ship. 
.47 Assistance. 
:«S..fl drinks. 
411 Aiirorn —. 
14 One. 
Hi I ..mil 
mensore. 
47 Artful. 
Ill Kxlenl. 
4!i Knajliah 
forest. 
.VI llmidle wild 
skill. 
.■)2 C.ockpil. 
.il KlllllliKles. 
53 JIHI. 
57 Moldinu 
edile: vnr. 
5M lint plnnl. 
VlCnrd. 
Ii2 Crude nieliii. 
liil Selll's 
mother. 
1 * .1 4 5 
1 i 
I6 7 " • 1  ,0 11 U IS 
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CRYI'TOCRAM       II-. Mill Hummer 
l./.GX    I'D    SI'l-K'    KV    SliXXt   \. 
I.ZGX    I'll   Mi \ \ I   \   .'    I- V    S I'l   K 
Yeatentay's rryuluiiraiu: thir plnstie surajeiin 
|inis|ierH ns ^i ..li. i for elients. 
CLaSSIFIED 
("ampul Calendar 
3 formats a I wedding gown    9am-4 30 pin    Special  sum      speiial rale    Horn 2-4SSS 
Tuesday May II. 1171 
Michael McCullough. Bluing) Departrnral. will give a 
seminar entitled. "The effects of Poe Ditch on Jie winter 
diatom communities of the Portage River." Rm 112 life 
Science 4 p.m 
I today's style: 
call JJ4-4SI5 
sites livl?      rates for marrleds 
For Sale: Si Housetraller. 
11x55 with washer-dryer, 
excellent condition Phone 
3544454 
SUMMER FUN 
IN THE SUN 
STUDIES DONE 
Greenview apta.   Good rates 
Call   312- II96  2pm4pm  Mon 
thru Sat 
Apt tor summer. 2-3-4 man 
RENT   NEGOTIABI.E:   354- 
0313 
JUNE   FREE'       1   Mrm 
Greenview Apt    342-1271 
One-man show of paintings "Funk and Color" by Wade S 
Thompson, library, 2nd floor lounge. library hours 
Avocado Kenmore 700 washer    Air-cond  to  be   subleased 
ft I cycle electric dryer-uaed 4   June free.    ThursUn Manor 
months.    352-9276 
French Club will not be held Wednesday    See the week 
letter lor the details For Sale     "69 mobile home 
12>M make offer. SM-4733 
across Iron. Mac West Apt 217 
3624123 
John F. McManus. staff coordinator for the John Birch 
Seelety will speak al I pm in the Student Services Forum 
Free and open to the public. 
MM  Ausbn-Healy-Sprlte   ph 
616-3(90 after I pm 
Apt to sublet summer Furn 
and alr-cond Urav eta 352- 
7333 
LOST ANU FOUND 
I AST Hlack4aced    watch 
Generous Reward 3S2-04M 
Squeezing the Charmin again, 
and you got carried away! 
That was some prank. KD 
pledgli. l.ove. the sisters 
Needed ride to Pittsburgh 
(0X1161 Maj 77th will pay. 
Call Barb 352-0632 
WFAUWhere   your   friends 
are.   Campus Radio4S0 
m.n   — ,    Apt   for   summer-air   cond 1969   Yamaha   305   cc   good    ..,,,„ ..„.. , , , ,. .... 
—     ,., naa •""** rm   1M PenP" call condition 352-7155 , ynn xlim  Rr<lucvl rllM 
IS VW Camper, rebuilt engine 
complete camping facilities 
Including   furnace,   refrld. 
toilet    Call 3534571 
Summer    School** wh> 
sublease, make your own deal 
I'm summer rates l blocks 
from campus 2 bedroom 
furnished apaitmenta air 
conditioning 111-122 Second 
St. phone 353-0315 
Apartments    &    rooms 
Summer across from campus 
Phone 352-7X5 
4th f needed for 4-man apl fa 
call 2-5510 
1  fm   rm   needed   Fail  Qtr 
Newlove Apl Call 3724220 
Ride needed to exit 14 or 
Warren area. Thurs. May 10. 
Will Pay   Please call 352-0979 
Jenny Forrester: Congrats on 
pledging Alpha Delta PI 1*1 
your ADP1 Sisters 
Polaroid Cameras: Swinger 
11121 Model J« case i Ml call 
352-7245 after 4 p.m 
Apl to sublease for summer 
Good location. Newlove at E. 
Merry SI Reduced rales and 
air  condiUonlng     Call Tom 
271-1141 
I m roommate no lease for 
June 1. Private bedroom 352- 
9112 after i 
2 man furn apt avail, summer 
best offer 352-SsSi 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Contratulations to the AllPi 
baseball team for their second 
place finish in the Sig Ep 
tournament. 141. your sisters 
SUMMER JOBS: Sandusky. 
Ohio bartenders over 21. 12 
per hour plus 1 meal. 
Waitress over II115 to II 25 
per hour. Hours can be 
arranged Part or full time 
opportunlttaa. Write or phone 
Cenlrl Inn a Jactuon St. 
Sandusky.  Ohio  41M2S-UK 
FOR SAI.F. OR RENT 
1*   S*"   2T!.   E]rC,Z   Umeatty nertrt 4 to sublet 
Apta for summer k fall rentals 
for 2« people Call rtoggs- 
Newby-Vivlns 3514121 352- 
•071 
1 male needed for summer 
and fall to share house. 354- 
1374 
IM2 Ford FairUne for sale 
Musi sell'  Best offer call 353- 
6143 
M VW Bug. excellent. H7S 
353-7351 
Yamaha 250   Only 100 miles 
call 3544415 between 5 and 7 
For Sale: set of Keystone W- 
Mlckey Thompson Urea I7S; 
Silverton amp k noble baas 
guitar each 175   Call 354-1423 
1KB VW Bus for sale. Good 
condition. 40.000 miles. KM 
call Mark at 3534121 
WE WANT YOU I 1-244 
persona needed lo sublet for 
summer U Cts Free air 
condiUunlni, free cable TV. 
Best offer 3514013 
li 2 bdrm apis lor rent 
summer and fall ph 352-93*5 
3S2-7HP 
New 1-4 man apt for sum qtr 
A-C 'a block Iron) campus 50- 
mo  351-7111 
1 bdrm apl to sublet tor 
summer. ', June rent Iree. air 
conditioner included for 115 
lee-call S4-9151 after 5 
WBGU-FM needs person 
knowing much about folk 
rnuatc, raving many records. 
to do folk show Sun nltell 30- 
I    371-1001 or 413 S. H. 
BSA400 good  condition call 
Chip 3534571 
Albums     for sale. Cocker. 
SRC. etc. Call Larry 3S3-I337 
Let Alyce type your papers 
call 3544011 after 3 pm 
Brld|estone 100 cc 1911 Good 
condition 3524M2 or see 
George rm. KH Lite Sc Bldf. 
„      .       Cheapest summer apartment 
.   r-.ii i   *i r5T2   Jublel 1-1 men for U. Courts Newport.   Call LaMar at 354-   „^y ,,0 per man 14106 
1-7-3  or  4 male  roommates 
needed to sublet for summer 
qtr.   >-i block from campus. 
Call Bob or Jim 352-0005 
For   Sak- 
IW Plymouth SatalUIr 2-door 
hardtop, vinyl roof. 351-7371 
after 5 
Wayne Apt to sublease to girls 
lor    summer Alr-cond, 
balcony, shag carpet, 14 
baths low rent. June paid 351- 
0145 
Mary Jo-Happy Birthday, 
lave KKtKH 
Salamander:   Up yours.   IJi 
Candles for breakfast' Flame 
on KD pledges, we Inve you. 
Your sisters 
Far sale: Mini 1M Dalaun 
MM 5 speed, fog lights, white 
with red interior J2100 Abo 
IMS Kaiuianghia coupe, 
•range with gas healer, tach, 
54IIP. luggage rack. Asking 
70000     119-7144395 evenings 
For sale Wollensak tape 
recorder-llmm movie 
projector-film stripperssllde 
projector call 3*2 to* 
Greenview Apia FALL 
vacandea. Call 391-1195 2pm- 
«pm    Mon thru Sat 
Musi    sell Honda 
Scrambler call 3524207 
160 Need 3 f Only IN ea for the summer    353-4011 
3 rooms fall 1-2 man apt 
summer or fall 114 W. Merry 
St  35444*4 
4-man apt to sublease lor 
summer Air conditioned, 4 
fully furnished. JUNE PAID. 
MOper month 7S07thst Apt 
No. 1   352-06M 
63 Corvair 1150  3514*45 Sublease for summer, cheap' Apt 7 707 6th st.  Call 3524115 
For Sale:    1M7 Dodge Dart 
MB   till 24012 ask for Bob 
Alpha Phi's: rally round 
Carney and Diggles: Rugby 
Homecoming Queen 
nominees! 
I960 CMC truck camper built 
on    353-1013 
Listen'! WFAL      U 
everywhere     Campus radio. 
SM puts you tint. 
IW7   Honda   1MCB.       New 
engine Excellent condioon 
Call after 5 3544741 
ens engine best offer. 
Greg. 35140)3 
Pentax SpotmaUc. 50 mm f. 4. 
camera bag. case, cable 
release, trl-pod. skylight 
filler, nil firm, contact Zig or 
drop a note lo Box 70 U. Hall 
Apt to sublease-summer 2 bllu 
from campus. 2 bed. Call Chip 
or Tom 1534571 
Eft. Apt for rent Uo-mo 
furn., includes gas stove 4 
heal.   35340*5 
ATTENTION' Married 
Couples!   Need housing*   We 
welcome you   Stadium View 
Apis 35240M 
4 bedroom house-4-man 
available for summer ft fall or 
either very reasonable 
summer rates ph 3524239 or 
311 7555 after 5 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA How 
high can you get for a tea* We 
were really In apace. Thanks 
tor a gnat tea. The Alpha 
Sigs 
12x10 mobile home located in 
Highland Estates Crystal Avt. 
Findlay. Ohio. Many extras 
furn or unfurn excellent cond. 
M.250   Ph  Findlay 4U4715 
WANTED    One man apt for 
fall term.   Call 3514354 
Air cond 2 bdr furn apt sum 
sublet cheap U. Cts. 14335 
For Sale:     l   tourdrawer 
vanity w-mirror. typing table. 
Winthrop Terrace now renting 
for summer ft fall terms. 24-4 
man apt* furn alr-cond pool. 
laundromat 4*0 Napoleon Rd. 
Office  ph.   352-1135  between 
Brand new deluxe 2 bedroom 
apt available for lease from 
June 15. 1171 to August 11. 
1171.   Furnished, carpeted gas 
heat and air condiuoning lioo 
per month all utilities paid 
except electricty. Ph 353-7311 
1 or 1 f roommates needed for 
summer.   353-7251 
Choices' Questions'* 
Feelings'    Contact"    Coun- 
seling Center 330 S. S. BUg 
Need   1   fern  for   71-71   yr. 
Thuraton   Man..   2-man   apt 
BEYOND THE ORDINARY 
Custom Engatement rings by 
PHILIP MORTON. Con- 
temporary Jeweler 111 W. 
Wooster 
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Pre-registration explained 
By Denali Seeds 
The pre-registration blues 
are still bringing down the 
students as well as the OH Ice 
of the Registrar. 
According to Cary Brewer, 
assistant to the director of 
registration, student response 
increased yesterday, but was 
still below expected levels. 
"There's a lot of students 
not coming," he said. "We 
expected 2,500 the first day, 
and received only 11X10. A lot 
of students think registration 
will be next week, but there's 
not  going   to   be   anything 
•ne"" .      .v THE  REASON  for   the 
break-up in times is for ad- 
vising purposes, so that 
faculty members ot the 
college can aid students, 
Brewer explained. 
In past years, there has 
been poor response to the 
course preference forms sent 
to students, but this system 
will allow demand to be ac- 
curately tabulated, he said. 
"If there is a large request 
for certain courses, section 
enrollment can be increased, 
or new sections added," noted 
Brewer. "This is a long range 
thing; student demand will 
reflect the need for more 
faculty members in a 
department as well." 
STUDENTS   WILL   not 
know their schedules until two 
weeks before classes start in 
September. This is for two 
reasons, said Brewer: "This 
gives us all summer to work 
on the schedules, and students 
aren't interested  in  their 
schedules until fall." 
If a section is filled, all 
other sections are examined 
before the alternate is chosen, 
but the alternate specified will 
be the one assigned if original 
course sections are closed. 
AN UPPERCLASSMAN 
will find it disadvantageous to 
sign up for the "any section" 
request,  said  Brewer.     He 
■explained that a specfic 
section request will be 
examined first time around, 
rather than "any section" 
requests, which are examined 
second time around. 
******ir*ir********#*w*********i 
Human frog? 
An unidentified competitor in theCalaveras 
County Jumping Frog Jubilee at Angels Camp, 
California, jumps like an amphibian himself 
while urging his frog on during the race. The 
winning frog leap was 17 feet 9-i4 inches. 
Group files 3rd suit 
to stop landfill plan 
By Harold Brown 
Asst. Managing Editor 
For the third time in a year 
and a half, residents living in 
the area of the proposed Wood 
County landfill have filed a 
taxpayer suit to prevent Wood 
County commissioners from 
completing plans for the 
landfill. 
Plans for the current 
landfill were first formulated 
in the fall of 1969 when the 
State Health Department 
ordered all open dumping 
sites in the state to be closed. 
Since that time, the city of 
Bowling fireen has been 
hauling   its   garbage   and 
Music trio 
to perform 
The Creative Arts Trio, a 
newly-formed group of 
University School of Music 
faculty, will perform in 
concert at 4 p.m. Sunday in the 
Recital Hall. 
Trio members include Kay 
Moore, piano, Linda 
Idderach, violin, and Mary 
Howard, cello, all of whom are 
also instructors in the 
University's Creative Arts 
Program, which is designed to 
give children opportunities for 
greater exposure to the fine 
arts. 
The concert is free and 
open to the public. 
rubbish to the Hancock County 
landfill west of Findlay 25 
miles to the south. 
The suit contends the 
landfill may pollute the water 
and damage surrounding land 
and buildings. 
THE ORIGINAL  SUIT, 
filed shortly after the present 
site was agreed upon, is still 
tied up in the courts, while the 
second suit, filed last summer, 
was dismissed by Wood 
County Common Pleas 
Judge Floyd A. Coller. 
Following the suit's 
dismissal, the group's at- 
torney, Martin L. Hanna, took 
the riise to the Sixth District 
Court of Appeals in Toledo 
which ruled the suit was en- 
titled to another hearing due 
to a technicality. 
Hanna and the petitioners 
contend the commissioners 
cannot legally borrow money 
for construction of the landfill 
but thev admit the county can 
go ahead with the project If 
costs are paid from the 
present budget. 
Before a landfill can be set 
up, all danger of polluting the 
underground water supply 
and nearby streams must be 
eliminated, as specified by 
health department 
regulations. 
The area selected for the 
landfill is a 152-acre plot at the 
corner of U.S. Route 6 and 
Tontogany Road about five 
miles west of the city. 
THE    COUNTY     COM- 
MISSIONERS have been 
studying the feasibility of a 
county landfill for more than 
three years. An attempt to 
locate the landfill about seven 
miles east of the city was 
blocked by residents of the 
area who succeeded in ob- 
taining court injunctions 
against the landfill. 
The proup Is presently 
negotiating with the County 
i uiini.issiuiii'rs concerning 
compensation for damages 
and the construction of buffer 
strips along the sides of the 
landfill. Hanna feels the 
residents may be entitled to as 
much as $100,000 in damages 
and says some structures In 
the area are valued in the 
$100,000 range. 
Summer Sandals Are Now In 
At Cook's Shoe Store 
Stop In and See 
Our Complete Line Of 
Men's And Women's Sandals 
Prices Start at $4.99 to 13.00 
*£»,^k 
Nationally Advertised Brands 
COOK'S SHOE STORE 
Open Mon I Fri till 9 
145 N. Main 353-8942 
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PHI MU 
GIVES THANKS 
TO All 
ENTERTAINERS IN 
HOPE MARATHON 
You Helped Us Keep 
HOPE  Afloat 
Butter up a 
faster tan with 
Coppertone 
Tanning Butter 
Coppertone Tanning Butter has extra coconut oil and 
cocoa butter for an incredibly fast deep tan. That's 
why more people butter up with Coppertone Tanning 
Butter than any other. 
Coppertone Tanning Butter. One of 11 great 
tanning products by Coppertone. 
Free%sic Series 
it Lea 
Good music for good foot tapping. Every Wednesday 
from 4-6 at Adam's Needle area musci their 
friends and anybody else is Invited to fill the Leather 
Shop with good music. There's no cost Just stop in. 
Listen to original works and versiotis of other artists 
like Neil Young, Tom Rush, Leonard Cohen and many 
others. Whatever you do musically do it here at 
Adam's Needle. 
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Sink still rising: makes Olympic bid 
While his grade school 
friends were riding bikes and 
playing football, Sid Sink, 
Bowling Green's outstanding 
distance runner and one of the 
nation's bright young 
prospects for the 1972 
Olympics, was winning the 
"Marathon." 
In fact, he won four such 
marathons during the annual 
"Summer Olympics" held on 
West 210th St. in the Cleveland 
suburb of Fairview Park. The 
distance was only one-half 
mile around the block, but to a 
boy of eight the race must 
have felt like the 26-mile 
Olympic event. 
With such a prophetic 
beginning into the world of 
distance running, the sum- 
Sink has become a household 
word to track fans throughout 
the United States aa the BG 
senior drives to fulfill his life- 
long goal of representing his 
country in the Olympic 
Games. 
AT I -AST COUNT, the easv- 
striding Falcon runner had 
broken the tape at 22 major 
championships with his most 
impressive performance 
coming last June when he won 
the NCAA steeplechase in the 
record time of 8:40.9. 
This weekend Sink will be 
trying for the "triple crown" 
of distance running at the Mid- 
American Conference track 
championships at Ohio 
University when he competes 
in the mile, steeplechase and 
the three-mile run. 
Baseball team 
sets 9 records 
While matching its 
previous high of eight vic- 
tories In the Mid-American 
Conference, Bowling Green's 
baseball team also dented the 
school record books nine times 
during the Falcon's 14-game 
MAC season. 
Three of the Falcon marks 
were individual 
achievements. Tom Bennett 
broke Russ Haggerty's total of 
S3 at bats with 54 plate ap- 
pearances and Greg Plant tied 
the BG mark of five doubles. 
Doug Bair notched 08 
strikeouts in two years of MAC 
play to set a new Falcon mark. 
The diamondmen also set 
six new school records as a 
team in MAC competition. 
New marks include 448 times 
at bat, 122 hits, 21 doubles. 19 
sacrifices, 69 walks and a .963 
fielding percentage. 
In final stats f'r league 
games, Gary Haa.- topped the 
regulars in hitting with a .320 
mark with Rod Allen next 
hitting at a .315 clip. Pinch- 
hitting specialist Rich Ar- 
binger hit .385 to pace the non- 
starters. 
The Falcons will close out 
their season this weekend by 
participating in the first an- 
nual Northwest Ohio Baseball 
Classic. 
Six games are scheduled 
for two sites with each team 
playing four games in the 
double round-robin tour- 
nament. The tourney 
champions will be the team 
with the best record. In event 
of a tie, the team which scores 
the most runs in its games will 
be declared the winner. 
The Falcons will play at 
Toledo Thursday night, face 
Marshall Friday and Saturday 
afternoon at home and return 
to Toledo that evening for the 
finale. 
Lady 
Nettet 
... Pat Stager will carry the hopes 
of the Bowling Green lady tennis 
team in the annual Ohio College 
Women's Tennis Tournament this 
weekend at Bowling Green. 
T.0.8 
CAMPUS   CORNER 
902 E. Wooster St. 
Jackets. T- Shirts. Football Jeiseys. Tank 
Shifts. Sweat Shuts, 
m plain. B. G., also fraternity & sorority. 
ROAD RALLY 
Sunday May 23 
.50 per Car Team 
Troph'fs For 1st, 2nd, 3rd 
Driver And Navigator 
Procedures meeting 12:30 
Registration 1:00 
Start 1:30 
Ice Arena 
All proceeds go to Morsholl Fund 
As a sophomore. Sink tried 
the same three events and 
came away with first in the 
mile and steeplechase and a 
second in the three-mile event. 
Last year he won the three- 
mile in record time but was 
edged by Western Michigan's 
Jerome Uebenberg in the 
steeplechase. 
Uebenberg, who finished 
second to Sink in the NCAA 
steeplechase, could match 
strides with the Falcon ace in 
all three events. The Western 
Michigan star has had a great 
spring with his top effort being 
a collegiate rocord of 8:32.2 
for the steeplechase. 
IN  THE THREE-MILE 
.»■' •. •J**+- 
Champion 
form 
Sid Sink shows his championship 
form in the 3000 meter 
steeplechase. Sink won that event 
last year at the NCAA's. This 
weekend he will try to win the 
event again, and will compete in 
one-mile and three-mile runs at 
the MAC championships at Ohio 
University. 
Derby winner for sale? 
BALTIMORE (AP) - 
Trainer Juan Arias would be 
heartbroken If he and 
Canonero II, the horse who 
has made him famous, were to 
part company. 
"It would be like getting 
married," the 32-year-old 
Venezuelan bachelor said, 
"and then having your wife go 
away from you." 
But with a Florida syn- 
dicate reported ready to offer 
14 million for the winner of the 
Kentucky Derby and 
Preakness, Arias knows a 
split may be near. 
Pedro Baptista, who races 
the 3-year-old colt in the name 
of his son-in-law, Edgar 
Catbett, is scheduled to go to 
Miami Thursday to discuss 
the bid. 
"I'LL BE broken down if 
he is sold," Arias said 
Tuesday as Canonero II was 
walked around the Pimlico 
course for his first exercise 
since winning the Preakness 
last Saturday. 
Arias, speaking through an 
interpreter, Dr. Jose 
Almenar, a close friend and 
business associate of Baptista 
and Caibett, was calm when 
asked if losing Canonero II 
would be worse than losing a 
personal friend. 
"HE'S THE OWNER," the 
trainer said of Baptista. "I'm 
the professional man training 
the best I can. I hope he gets 
the best price he can." 
Arias said Canonero II Is 
"so much within me," that he 
would be inclined to go with 
the horse should the new 
owners seek his services. 
Canonero II, a Kentucky- 
bred sold for fl,200 at 
Keeneland as a yearling and 
later bought as part of a three- 
horse package by Baptista for 
(60,000, has lifetime earnings 
of 1315,089. 
He earned $32,189 while 
winning six races in 
Venezuela the past two years, 
added $145,501) in the Derby 
and $137,400 in the Preakness. 
Liebenberg has gone 13:48 
with Sink easing in at 13:56.6 
although his best ever stands 
at 13:47.2. In the mile, Sink 
tops the MAC runners with a 
4:07.5 clacking compared to 
Uebenberg's 4:08.3. 
This winter Sink came 
within a second of winning his 
second NCAA crown when he 
finished second in the two- 
mile at the indoor track and 
field championships to 
Villanova's sensational Marty 
Liquori, America's top hope in 
the 1500 meters at the Munich 
Olympics. 
Sink believes that distance 
races are won in the mind, 
"Every distance race is a 
battleground between you and 
your body," Sink commented. 
•THE STEEPLECHASE is 
the toughest race i.-om both a 
physical and a psychological 
standpoint. You have so much 
to think about with all those 
hurdles and Jumps. It's im- 
possible to train regularly for 
the event. The mind can't 
take it. Even in actual 
competition, you can't be at 
your "best unless you have 
about two week's rest between 
races." 
like Liquori, Sink didn't 
start out to be a distance 
runner. He went out for cross 
country to get in shape for 
basketball. So did Liquori. "I 
found nut I was better at 
running than I was at 
basketball. Anyone always 
enjoys doing what he can do 
best. So I became a runner," 
Sink indicated. 
As does almost every 
runner, Sink, a six-time ail- 
American, has his goals to 
reach. His current check list 
includes: (1) setting a world 
record on a four-mile relay 
team; (2) running a sub-four 
minute mile; (3) winning the 
steeplechase again at the 
NCAA; (4) qualifying for the 
Pan-American Games, and 
(SI making the Olympic team 
in 1972 and in 1976. 
But first there is the MAC 
championship   this weekend. 
Shoot-out ends 
in student win 
In a shoot-out between 
campus police officers and the 
student Rifle Club Sunday, the 
officers suffered a second 
setback. 
The return shooting match 
was fruitless for the offi<vr« 
as they lost to the attaawti 
1357-17X   to   1373-13X,   ...   .Mi 
caliber service revolvers 
competition. In an ec-lier 
encounter the Rifle citu 'Iso 
defeated the po'.ic ■ officers 
796-683. Top s< ore Sunday for 
the Rifle Club was Jim 
Crawford. 
MOLLY MU SEZ... 
Thanks to Danny and Tom 
3rd Lane Phi Mu coaches 
CONGRATS:    GAMMA PHI BETA 
PANXT 
The PantSrop. Something big and 
new in pants. Thousands of pairs of 
pants to choose from. A wild, colorful 
selection. Whatever you're looking 
for in pants, you'll find it 
at the PantStop. 
900 East Wooster St. • BOWLING GREEN 
What's 
this? 
Two Bowling Green lady golfers competed in the 
10th annual Midwest Intercollegiate Golf Tournament 
last weekend at the University of Minnesota. Noel 
Jablonski on the left was the champion of the first 
flight and Jill Wilhelm on the right was sixth in the 
championship flight. 
There were 87 different lady golfers from the 
Midwest competing in the tournament. 
The next competition will be this Saturday on the 
Bowling Green home course against Ohio State, Kent 
State, Miami and Central Michigan. Tee off time is 
10:00 and the public is invited. 
Mr. Mushroom Says: 'Ml 
EARRING 
SALE 
^*> BUY 2 PAIRS OF 
EARRINGS AND 
GET THE THIRD 
PAIR FREE 
1500 Pairs 
PwpU MUKMMI _, '** 
we.*...,..    Choose From u» 
LOSE 20 POUNDS 
IN TWO WEEKS! 
* I   \   MM I M, if . Dtl 
rhjiifif the ■JOB-OJHM ..it *ej«on 
Ihe I S ».>nwn* Urine Sk. learn 
mctnlyn e>« «n the Sit Team" JK i 
10 lose N round. ■ 1*0 »«»« 
nut's light .'II pound* n u day-' 
llM *•*«* ol Ihr dKf HckHMrtlfeol 
action and »a* deviwd *•» i Umom 
( otoiado ph> snian r .penally loi the 
I'S Ski leam Noimal ener|y i» 
maintained Hfn import jnt' I «hilr 
irdtKiny YOU keep "tot" no 
■larvalion hr.juw  Ihe  d»rl   « de 
signed thai way' ll't a JK i lhal I* 
e«*» lo lollo» whelhet fm «oik. 
Itavel oi -lav at home 
Thi\ it. honestly, i fanij*ii.al>> 
MKMoN dwi II it wcirn'i. the US 
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be pel 
milled ID uw i|' Right* So. give 
ITOOnaM tin umr tweak the l' S Ski 
team t.» low «veifhi the ttwntilk. 
ptoven wa> I *rr. il you've Hied all 
the oihei die I*, you o»e it lo your 
wll IO try ihe V S Women'* Ski 
Team I>«i That it. if poo "ally do 
warn to low 20 pounds in hvo *•«»< 
Order today Irai tin- out M * 
MOJOJH 
Send only 11 00 i»l 25 loi Ruth 
Service! ia*h it O K to Ski 
Team Dwi F. O.BOB lUfl. Drpt 
ST. Sea Diego. Calif, till) 
Don'l oid*i unless you ckpeil lo low 
20 pounds in i»u ttreki' Betauw 
that'- -thai the Ski Team t>wt »itl do' 
m 
His own life, 
filmed as 
he lives it. 
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